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World Universities Comparative Law Project
The World Universities Comparative Law Project is a set of legal ratings of selected jurisdictions in the
world carried out by students at leading universities in the relevant jurisdictions. This legal rating of Korea
was carried out by students at the Seoul National University.
The members of the Faculty of Law at the Seoul National University who assisted the students was:
Sunseop Jung, Professor of Law, Law School, Seoul National University
The members of the Practitioner Expert Panel with whom the students could discuss the questions in the
survey were:
Woo-jung Jon, Jeong Yul LLC
The Allen & Overy Global Law Intelligence Unit produced this survey and is most grateful to the above for
the work they did in bringing the survey to fruition.
All of those involved congratulate the students who carried out the work.
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Families of law
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Foreword
Since its foundation in 1895, Seoul National University School of Law has led the advancement of
legal scholarship and education in Korea and the development of the Korean society at large,
producing excellent scholarship and educating some of the best jurists in the country. Our graduates
have played a crucial role in the spectacular growth and development of today's Korea.
Our school also recognizes that in today’s global economy, law and legal scholarship often
transcend national boundaries. With this in mind, one of the key missions of Seoul National
University School of Law is to train and educate future scholars and legal professionals who will
play an active role on the global stage and who will be able to work in a multicultural environment.
Accordingly, we have continuously strived to embrace students and scholars from all over the
world.
The World Universities Comparative Law Project brings together the efforts of talented students
from all nations to create a comprehensive database of legal systems throughout the world. It offers
brief and clear answers to a wide range of crucial legal questions that pertain to virtually all nations,
spanning from land ownership to environmental standards, to name a few. Participating in this
project was an important step in furthering our faculty’s mission to be part of solving legal issues on
a global scale and facilitating legal communication across national borders. We are honoured to
have been selected for this meaningful and timely opportunity.
I sincerely congratulate the students who have completed this project successfully. The project has
been not only a unique learning experience for the participating students but also an important
window of opportunity to contribute to the understanding of the Korean law worldwide. I also thank
Attorney Woo-Jung Jon and Professor Sunseop Jung for meticulously coordinating and overviewing our students’ work. Without their guidance and encouragement, this project would not have
been possible.
It is with my great pleasure that I express my wholehearted support for the World Universities
Comparative Law Project.
Professor Hong Sik CHO
Dean
School of Law, Seoul National University
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Description of the legal rating method
Introduction
This paper assesses aspects of the law in Korea with a view to rating the law in the relevant areas. The
survey is concerned primarily with wholesale financial and corporate law and transactions, not with retail
law.
Legal risk has increased globally because of the enormous growth of law; because of its intensity; because
many businesses are global but the law is national; because nearly all countries are now part of the world
economy; and because the law is considered to play a very significant role in the fortunes of our societies.
Liabilities can be very large and reputational losses severe.
The survey was carried out by students at Seoul National University. The survey was designed by the Allen
& Overy Global Law Intelligence Unit.
The students were requested to express their views freely and in their own way. The views expressed are
their views, not necessarily those of Seoul National University, the members of the Practitioner Expert Panel
or the Global Law Intelligence Unit, the members of Allen & Overy.

Methodology
The survey uses colour-coding as follows:
True

False

Can't say

Blue generally means that the law does not intervene and the parties are free, ie the law is liberal and open.
Red generally means that there is intense legal intervention, usually in the form of a prohibition.
Green and yellow are in-between.
The purpose of this colour-coding is to synthesise and distil information in a dramatic way, rather than a
legal treatise. The colours correspond to a rating of 1, 2, 3 or 4, or A, B, C or D.
The cross in the relevant box signifies the view of the students carrying out this assessment of the position of
Korea. This is followed by a brief comment, e.g. pointing out qualifications or expanding the point. These
comments were written by the students.
The colour-coding does not usually express a view about what is good or bad. Whether the law should
intervene in a particular arena is a matter of opinion. The scale is from low legal intervention to intense legal
intervention or control. This is not a policy or value judgment as to whether or not the law should or should
not intervene. Jurisdictions often disagree on whether the law should intervene and how much. So one of
the main purposes of this survey is to endeavour to identify some of the points of difference so as to promote
fruitful debate.

Black letter law and how it is applied
This survey measures two aspects of law. The first is black letter law, ie what the law says or the written law
or law in the books.

© Allen & Overy 2018
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The second measure is how the law is applied in practice, regardless of what it says. Thus, the law of Congo
Kinshasa and Belgium has similar roots but its application is different.
Although there is a continuum, these two measures have to be kept separate. Otherwise we may end up with
just a blur or noise or some bland platitude, eg that the law depends upon GDP per capita.
In fact, only the last two questions deal with legal infrastructure and how the law is applied. All of the others
deal with the written law, without regard to enforcement or application.

Key indicators
The survey uses key indicators to carry out the assessment. It is not feasible to measure all the laws or even
a tiny fraction of them. The law of most jurisdictions is vast and fills whole libraries.
The key indicators are intended to be symptomatic or symbolic of the general approach of the jurisdiction.
To qualify as useful, the indicator must usually be (1) important in economic terms, (2) representative or
symbolic and (3) measurable. In addition, the indicators seek to measure topics where jurisdictions are in
conflict. There is less need for measuring topics where everybody agrees.
An important question is whether this method is useful or not, and, if it is, whether the indicators are
relevant.

Legal families of the world
Most of the 320 jurisdictions in the world, spread just under 200 sovereign states, can be grouped into legal
families. The three most important of these are: (1) the common law group, originally championed by
England; (2) the Napoleonic group, originally championed by France; and (3) the Roman-Germanic group,
originally championed by Germany, with major contributions from other countries.
The balance of jurisdictions is made up of mixed, Islamic, new and unallocated jurisdictions.
Many aspects of private law are determined primarily by the family group, but this is not true of regulatory
or economic law.

Excluded topics
This survey does not cover:











transactions involving individuals
personal law, such as family law or succession
competition or antitrust law
intellectual property
auditing
general taxation
macroeconomic conditions, such as inflation, government debt, credit rating or savings rates
human development, such as education, public health or life expectancy
infrastructure, such as roads, ports, water supply, electricity supply
personal security, such as crime rates, civil disorder or terrorism.

Banking and finance
Introduction
Banks and bondholders (typically also banks, but also insurance companies, pension funds and mutual funds)
provide credit or capital. Their main risk is the insolvency of the debtor and therefore the key indicators
intended to measure whether the law supports those habitual creditors or debtors, such as large corporations
10
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as borrowers, when it matters, ie on bankruptcy. This is when commercial law is at its most ruthless in
deciding who survives and who drowns.
This debtor or creditor decision is implemented mainly through the bankruptcy ladder of priorities. A feature
of common law systems is the presence of super-priority creditors who are paid before anyone else creditors with a set-off or a security interest and beneficiaries under a trust. For example, if a bank has
universal security over all the assets of a company, the bank is paid before all other creditors, including
employees and trade creditors. This regime therefore protects significant creditors who such as banks.
Jurisdictions based on the English common law model give super-priority to all three claimants. Traditional
Napoleonic jurisdictions typically do not allow insolvency set-off, have narrower security interests and do
not recognise the trust. Their bankruptcy ladder favours greater equality of creditors. Most traditional
Roman-Germanic jurisdictions are in-between. They allow insolvency set-off and have quite wide security
but most do not recognise the trust. There are wide exceptions to these generalisations.

Insolvency set-off
Generally If set-off of mutual debts is allowed on insolvency, the creditor is paid. If it is not allowed, then
effectively the creditor is not paid. Very large amounts are involved in markets for foreign exchange,
securities, derivatives, commodities and the like, so that the question of whether exposures should be gross
or net is a matter of policy as to who the law should protect.

Q1In Korea, creditors can set off mutual debts on the insolvency of a debtor if
they are incurred before notice of the insolvency.
True

False

Can't say

X
Comment:
“Debtor Rehabilitation and Bankruptcy Act” (DRBA) allows creditors to set-off the debts without resorting
to bankruptcy procedures when the bankruptcy creditor bears obligations to the debtor at the time when
debtor is declared bankrupt (Article 416, DRBA).So, the provision of DRBA clearly makes it possible for the
creditors to set-off mutual debts if the debts exist at the time of bankruptcy. Furthermore, right to set-off can
be exercised even when bankruptcy procedures are in process, by judicial or non-judicial expression of
intention to trustee in bankruptcy. Substantial requirements for set-off may be alleviated in relation to the
bankruptcy procedure, or strengthened for fairness among bankruptcy creditors
Even when the claim of the bankruptcy creditor is (1) subject to deadline, (2) subject to a condition
subsequent, (3) non-monetary, (4) indeterminate or (5) denominated in foreign currency at the time when the
debtor is declared bankrupt, such claim may be set-off (Article 417, DRBA).So, this leads to the conclusion
that the requirements for set-off are somewhat broadened compared to the set-offs pursuant to Civil Code
since claims can be set-off even when claims are not of same kind, or when claims are not yet due.

© Allen & Overy 2018
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When the bankruptcy creditor is a lessee, his/her rents for the current term and the following term may setoff one another at the time when the debtor is declared bankrupt. Where any security deposit exists, the same
shall apply to rents thereafter (Article 421, DRBA). The claims for set-off here are existing bankruptcy claims,
not the claims for security deposit.

Security interests
Generally Security interests give priority to the creditor with security - typically banks - who are the main
providers of credit in most countries.
In traditional common law jurisdictions, a company can create universal security over all its present and
future assets to secure all present and future debt owed to a bank. Once registered, the security is valid
against all creditors, except that the floating collateral ranks after preferred creditors - typically wages and
taxes. The security can be granted to a trustee for creditors. On a default there are no mandatory grace
periods and the creditor can enforce out-of-court by appointing a receiver (a type of possessory manager) or
by private sale. But in some common law jurisdictions there are freezes on enforcement in the event of a
judicial rescue of the debtor. Also, in some of these jurisdictions there are stamp duties.
On the other hand, in many traditional Napoleonic jurisdictions, universal security is not possible, neither is
security for all future debt. There is no trustee to hold the security. On enforcement, there are grace periods
and no receiver. Sale is through the court and a public auction. Preferential creditors rank ahead. Some
countries have a freeze on enforcement under a judicial rescue statute.
The main policy issue is therefore whether security should be encouraged or whether the law should
intervene to impose greater equality.
The main tests are (1) scope of eligible assets, (2) debt secured, (3) trustee, (4) priority over preferred
creditors, (5) private enforcement and receiver, (6) no rescue freezes and (7) low costs.

Q2 In Korea, the law offers a security interest which is highly protective of the
secured creditor.
True

False

Can't say

X
Comment:
1. Summary
In Korea, the law offers a security interest highly protective of the secured creditor, as it stipulates (1)
traditional way of providing security by mortgages or pledges, (2) non-traditional way of providing security
by “means of transfer” for both movables and immovable, and (3) a new way of providing security pursuant
to the Act on Security over Movable Property, Claims, Etc. (ASMPC)
2. Traditional way of providing security (based on Civil Code)
Basically, the Civil Code stipulates “Pledges” of the movables/claims and “mortgages” for the immovable.
As for the “Pledges” of the movables, the creditor holds the possession of the movables provided by the
debtor or the third party, and the creditor can secure his claims in preference to other creditors (Article 345,
Civil Code).In “Pledges” of the claims, secured creditor may directly collect the pledge. If the claim is
monetary, the creditor may obtain direct payment for the amount not exceeding his/her own claims(Article
12
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353, Civil Code).Just as the creditors secured by “Pledges”, secured creditors by mortgage can obtain

preferential satisfaction of his/her claims from the provided immovable over other creditors. Typical method
for getting such satisfaction is an auction.
3. Non-traditional way of providing security (based on Supreme Court decision)
The Supreme Court of Korea has further recognized the “security by means of transfer”, which is a method
of providing security for claims by the transfer of the property. Creditor may receive preferential payment
from the property when the obligor does not perform, and the creditor may return the property if the obligor
performs his/her obligations. Also, security by means of transfer for real estate is governed by the
Provisional Registration Security Act. Furthermore the supreme court of Korea even acknowledges
“security by means of transfer” on “aggregate immovable” and for such measure, the effect of security
extends to the aggregate as a whole, although the composition of the aggregate may constantly change
(Supreme Court Decision, 88Daka20224, Decided December 26, 1990).

4. New way of providing security
The Act on Security over Movable Property, Claims, Etc. (ASPMC) regulates matters regarding new types
of security interests in movable property, obligations, and intellectual property rights. Two or more movable
assets can be provided as security, and a corporation or a person with its trade name registered may file for
registration of collateral security (Article 3, ASPMC). Just as other methods described above, the secured party
shall be entitled to collect prior to other creditors pursuant to ASPMC, providing another way for protecting
security interests.

Universal trusts
Under a trust, one person, called the trustee, holds title to the assets of another person, called the beneficiary,
on terms that, if the trustee becomes insolvent, the assets go to the beneficiary and are not used to pay the
trustee's private creditors. The assets are immune and therefore taken away from the debtor-trustee's
bankrupt estate.
The main examples of trusts are custodianship of securities, pension funds, securities settlement systems and
trustees of security for bondholders and syndicate banks. The amounts involved are enormous.
All jurisdictions have an effective trust of goods (called bailment or deposit). The common law group has a
universal trust for all other assets (land and intangible property). Most members of the civil code group do
not have a universal trust, subject to wide exceptions, especially for custodianship of securities. A few
countries in this group have a universal trust by statute, e.g. France and China.

Q3 Korea has a universal trust for all assets.
True

False

Can't say

X
Comment:
In principle, Korea has a universal trust for assets including (1) money, (2) real estate properties, (3)
monetary claims, and (4) securities; however, the level of regulation could be slightly different depending on
the types of assets. Basically, the Trust Act governs the issue with a purpose to provide for the legal relations
on the trust in private laws. The Trust Act was recently amended in whole in 2012, enlarging the subject of
the trust even to business and security rights. Also it now allows one to designate oneself as a trustee (Article
© Allen & Overy 2018
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1~3, Trust Act). Furthermore, (1) trusts as will-substitutes, (2) trusts with successive beneficiaries, (3) trust
with beneficiaries’ certificate, and (4) limited liability trust are newly incorporated into the system, while the
trust bonds may be issued under certain requirements(Article 59, 60, 78, 87, 114, etc., Trust Act).
Still, criticism exists for the newly amended act for its lack of reflection on real estate trust market as it
contains relatively weak contents for regulation on real estate trust while the majority of the provisions focus
on the monetary trust.
Additionally, if a party conducts a trust business continuously or repeatedly to earn profit, it falls under the
category of financial investment business defined in Financial Investment Services and Capital Market Act
(FISCMA). Therefore, it may be subject to the provisions of FISCMA in certain circumstances.

Other indicators
Other bankruptcy indicators not measured here include freezes on the termination of contracts, fraudulent
preferences, the priority of rescue new money, the presence and intensity of corporate rescue proceedings
and recognition of foreign insolvencies. Director liability for deepening the insolvency is dealt with below.
Other financial law topics not covered in this survey include the regulatory regime, especially capital,
liquidity, authorisation of financial business, conduct of business, control of prospectuses, control of market
abuse and frauds, such as insider dealing, and the insolvency regime for banks. Financial regulation is a very
large field.

Corporations
Introduction
Financial law involves competition between debtors and creditors so that jurisdictions can be positioned on a
straight line. Corporate law however involves three main competitors: (1) shareholders, (2) creditors and (3)
managers - a triangle. If the key indicators show that a jurisdiction strongly favours one or other of the
parties at the points of the triangle, whether creditors, shareholders or management, then one can begin to
build up a picture of the choices which the jurisdiction habitually makes in resolving the conflicting interests
of the parties.
For example, a very tough prohibition on financial assistance (which is protective of creditors against
shareholders) tends also to support an attitude to other principles of the maintenance of capital or to support
the proposition that mergers by fusion are difficult (because they can prejudice creditors). This would be
true of the English regime in 1948. Similarly, a view which easily imposes personal liability on directors for
deepening an insolvency might also show a legal approach which is not supportive of the veil of
incorporation in other areas, eg shareholder liability and substantive consolidation on insolvency.
The two extreme corporate law models are the Delaware model and the traditional English model,
exemplified by the English Companies Act 1948 (now superseded). Napoleonic and Roman-Germanic
models are in-between to varying degrees.
The Delaware regime is highly protective of management in the key areas. The traditional English regime
favours creditors on most of the key contests and, where creditor interests are not involved, it tends to favour
shareholders as opposed to managers.

Director liability for deepening an insolvency
Generally If the law imposes personal liability on directors for deepening an insolvency, eg carrying on
business and incurring debts where there is no reasonable prospect of paying them, then the regime is hostile
to the interests of management. The legal risks of management are increased.

14
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There are basically four regimes internationally: (1) directors are hardly ever liable for deepening the
insolvency, eg Delaware and most US jurisdictions, plus some traditional English jurisdictions which only
punish fraudulent trading; (2) directors are liable for serious negligence (England, Singapore, Australia,
Ireland); (3) directors are liable for mere business misjudgements deepening the insolvency (France); and (4)
directors are liable if they fail to file for an insolvency proceeding after the company becomes insolvent
(France, Germany and others).

Q4 In Korea the law rarely imposes personal liability on directors for deepening
the insolvency and there is no rule that the directors must file for insolvency when the
company is insolvent.
True

False

Can't say

X
Comment:
In Korea, directors are liable for serious negligence. They shall be jointly and severally liable for damage
against the company in case when they have intentionally or negligently acted in violation of any statute or
articles of incorporation, or have neglected to perform their duties. And if the act of directors has been done
in accordance with a resolution of the board of directors, the directors who have assented to such resolution
shall take the same liability (Article 399, Korean Commercial code (KCA)). And if a director has neglected
to perform their duties intentionally or by gross negligence and it causes direct losses to a third party, he/she
would be liable for damages suffered by the third party (Article 401, KCA).
But the risk of damages is unavoidable in the course of operating business. So, the Supreme Court of Korea
applied the Business Judgment Rule in giving immunity to the directors for the losses occurred due to their
decisions if they are (1) based on well-gathered information, (2) in good faith, and (3) in the best interests of
the company(Supreme Court Decision, 2006Da33333, Decided October 11, 2007).
Other than these general statutes, there are no specific provisions directly governing the issue of directors’
obligations for the filing of insolvency.

Financial assistance to buy own shares
Generally Many jurisdictions prohibit a company from giving financial assistance to buy its own shares.
The typical example would be where a bidder finances the acquisition of a target company by a loan and
after the takeover arranges for the target to guarantee the loan and charge its assets to secure the guarantee.
The commercial effect is similar to the repayment of the share capital of the target before its creditors are
paid. Shareholders should be subordinated to creditors.
The prohibition therefore favours creditors against shareholders of the target.
The Delaware regime does not prohibit financial assistance. The traditional English regime has a wide
prohibition (not England any more). Most Roman-Germanic regimes are against it, with Napoleonic regimes
hesitant. The EU has a prohibition against financial assistance by public companies. Some countries allow
financial assistance by private companies if solvency is established.
A contravening transaction is usually a criminal offence and void.
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Q5 Korea permits a company to grant financial assistance for the purchase of its
own shares.
True

False

Can't say

X
Comment:
Korean Commercial Code prohibits the company (public or private) from providing financial assistance to
buy its own shares.
The Supreme Court of Korea has decided that if a corporation uses the method of Leveraged Buy Out (LBO)
to acquire another company by providing assets of the company being acquired as a collateral, it can be
criminally punishable as it would constitute an Occupational Breach of Trust (Supreme Court Decision
2004Do7027, Decided November 9, 2006). Furthermore, if the value of the goods or profits that he/she gains
amounts to five billion won or more, it would be punished in aggravated way (Article 3, Act on the
Aggravated Punishment, etc. of Specific Economic Crimes).
Criticisms exist that it would be excessive and inappropriate to impose criminal punishment on managerial
judgment or actions. Furthermore, critics are concerned that such decision would have a chilling effect on
M&A market. Yet, according to the Supreme Court, the mere fact that the merger was completed under LBO
does not automatically constitute an Occupational Breach of Trust, and whether the LBO constitutes an
Occupational Breach of Trust largely depends on individual cases (Supreme Court Decision 2012Do9148,
Decided March 12, 2015).
The Supreme Court of Korea has held in at least two cases that not all LBOs are punished criminally as an
Occupational Breach of Trust. The first case was when a target company was merged with the buyer and the
assets of the merged company were used for the financing. The second was when a company got funding for
repaying its debts through dividend. (Supreme Court Decision 2011Do524, Decided June 13, 2013).
There also have been discussions to adopt ‘Safe Harbor’ so that the Prosecutors would not indict LBO cases
as an Occupational Breach of Trust when certain requirements are satisfied. However, it has not been
adopted yet.
If giving financial assistance to buy its own shares is regarded as buying treasury stock, it is also prohibited
by the Commercial Code. Acquiring its own shares is allowed only when (1) it has a market value and it is
acquired at the stock exchange, and (2) it is acquired under the equal conditions and in proportion with the
number of shares owned by the shareholders (Article 341, Korean Commercial code).

Public takeover regime
Generally A public takeover regime which is free and open tends to favour managers who can guard against
takeovers by poison pills and the like and who have relative freedom to acquire other companies. An
example is the Delaware regime. A restrictive regime on the lines of the British system tends to favour
shareholders.
The chief features of a restrictive regime are: (1) the bidder must make a mandatory bid in cash when a
threshold of shares in the target is reached, eg 30%; (2) the bidder must pay the same price to all
shareholders (sharing the control premium); (3) no partial bids (getting control on the cheap); (4) proof of
16
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certain funds to implement the offer; (5) compulsory acquisition of dissenting minorities (squeeze-out); (6)
fixed timetable; (7) no ability of the managers to frustrate a bid by poison pills without shareholder approval;
and (8) control of the content of circulars, especially forecasts.

Q6 Apart from exchange controls and restrictions on foreign direct investments,
the public takeover regime in Korea is open and has few restrictions.
True

False

Can't say

X
Comment:
1.Summary
Korea has relatively strict public takeover regime. The bidder who wants to acquire other companies is
subject to restrictions such as ‘Mandatory public tender offer’, ‘5% rule’, ‘Disposition of company’s own
shares’ and ‘pac man strategy’.
2. Mandatory Public Tender Offer
The bidder who intends to make a purchase of stocks from a number of persons, equivalent to or more than
ten, outside the securities market shall make a public tender offer, if the aggregate of the number of stocks
held (including those owned and similarly possessed) by himself/herself and his/her specially related persons
(referring to those who have a special relationship) reaches or exceeds 5/100 of the total number of the
stocks. This includes cases in which a person whose aggregate of the number of stocks held by the person
and his/her specially related persons reaches or exceeds 5/100 of the total number of stocks makes a public
tender offer for purchase of such stocks (Article 133, Financial Investment Services and Capital Markets Act
(FISCMA)).
Those who shall make a public tender offer (“tender offeror”) including his/her specially related persons
shall not purchase stocks in deviation from the tender offer from the public notice date of tender offer until
the end of the tender offer period(Article 140, FISCMA). And a decrease in purchase price, a reduction of
the proposed number of stocks for the tender offer, and an extension of the payment term of the purchasing
price may not be modified (Article 136 (3), FISCMA).
If tender offeror violates public tender offer regime in purchasing stocks, he/she may not exercise voting
rights for the stocks (including the stocks acquired by exercising any right related to the stocks) from the date
of such a violation. The Financial Services Commission may even issue an order to dispose such stocks with
in a given period of time. The period cannot exceed six months (Article 145, FISCMA).
On the other hand, if the bidder owns 95 percent or more of the total number of issued and outstanding
shares of the company (“Controlling shareholder”), he/she may request other shareholders of the company to
sell their shares(Article 360-24, Korean Commercial code (KCA)). And a minority shareholder of a company
which has a controlling shareholder may, at any time, also request the controlling shareholder to purchase the
shares held by the minority shareholder (Article 360-25, KCA).
3. 5% rule – Report on stocks held in bulk

© Allen & Overy 2018
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As for public company, if the bidder holds stocks exceeding 5/100 of the total number of stocks, (including
the stocks held by his/her specially related persons) he/she shall report (1) the status of stocks in hand, (2) the
purpose of holding (referring to whether he/she has any intention to exercise an influence on the issuer's
business control), and (3) the essential details of the contract related to the stocks in hand to the Financial
Services Commission and to the Stock Exchange within five days from the date on which the person
becomes a holder of the stocks in such a quantity. He/she also shall report the details of a change when there
is a change in the aggregate number of stocks in hand to the extent of 1/100 or more, to the Financial
Services Commission and the Stock Exchange within five days from the date on which the change occurs
(Article 147, FISCMA).
If the bidder fails to make a report in accordance with the procedural and substantive requirements, he/she
shall not exercise voting rights for the stocks held in violation of such requirements. And such restriction is
applied only for the stocks held in excess of 5/100 of the total number. Financial Services Commission may
issue an order to dispose of the portion held in violation of such requirements within a given period of time.
The period cannot exceed six months (Article 150, FISCMA).
4. Disposition of company’s own shares
The most powerful defensive measure against hostile takeover is disposition of company’s own shares. If a
company wants to dispose the shares that it holds, (1) the number, (2) the price, and (3) the persons to whom
the shares would be disposed of shall be determined by the board of directors unless the articles of
incorporation provide otherwise (Article 342, FISCMA).
But there are numerous criticisms on such measure because it distorts the financial decision of the company
and gives preference to specific shareholder over others. Scholars also insist that amendments to Commercial
Code to restrict disposition of company’s own shares should be made, since disposition of company’s own
shares is similar to an issue of a new stock, in economic perspective.
4. Pac Man Strategy
Using the Pac Man Strategy is also possible in Korea. According to Article 369 of the Commercial Code,
where a company (including its parent company and its subsidiary company together, or its subsidiary
company alone) holds more than ten percent of the total issued and outstanding shares in another company,
such another company shall have no voting rights for shares it holds in the company or the parent company.
It means that if the company buys more than ten percent of the bidder’s stock, the bidder can’t acquire the
company. And for alerting hostile takeover attempt, if a bidder acquires more than 10 percent of the total
issued and outstanding shares in another company, it shall without delay notify such another company
thereof(Article 342-3, KCA). The penalties for failure of notification are not laid down in the statute, but the
bidder shall not exercise voting rights for the stocks in general.

Other indicators
Other important indicators are corporate governance (difficult to measure), free ability to merge companies
by fusion, the one-share-one-vote rule, and, to a lesser extent, minority protections. Other indicators relate to
quick and cheap incorporation, the ultra vires rule, maintenance of capital, no par value shares, shareholder
liability, substantive consolidation on insolvency and disclosure. These are not measured here.
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Commercial contracts
Introduction
Contract is at the heart of commercial life, and is everywhere. In fact, the main tenets of contract law across
the main families of jurisdictions are consistent - it is in the fields of insolvency and property law where the
main differences emerge. It is true that there are contract differences, for example, between writing
requirements, open offers, the time of acceptance and specific performance, but often these differences are of
lesser significance in practice in the business field.
The key indicators the survey chooses all tend to symbolise whether the approach of the jurisdiction to
contract is hard or soft. If the approach is hard, then the jurisdiction tends to support predictability in
business contracts so that certainty and freedom of contract are valued more than mitigating the risk of
occasionally abusive behaviour and unfair results, especially for weaker parties. A soft jurisdiction tends to
give greater primacy to notions of good faith and the like.

Exclusion of contract formation
Generally Commercial parties often wish to be able to negotiate heads of terms commercially without being
bound by a contract. In some jurisdictions, the courts are ready to infer that the parties are bound if the terms
are sufficiently clear, even if they have said expressly that they do not intend to be bound.

Q7In Korea, parties are not bound to heads of terms if they expressly state that
the terms are "subject to contract" or some such clear phrase.
True

X

False

Can't say

X

Comment:
Technically, the concept of “heads of terms” does not exist in Korea.
However, according to a general rule in the Civil Code, both parties are not bound to any kinds of documents
which are made before the actual contract, unless it is a part of the contract. The fact that both parties
expressly stated the terms are “subject to contract” means that they agreed not to make the document as a
part of the contract. Therefore, both parties are not bound to heads of terms, and blue may be the appropriate
color-coding for this category.

Termination clauses
Generally Many contracts, especially loan contracts, leases of goods and long-term sales contracts, contain
events of default on the occurrence of which one party can terminate the contract. Jurisdictions which
uphold freedom of contract and the literal interpretation of contract give effect to these clauses and do not
rewrite the contract according to the court's notions of what is fair. Other jurisdictions prefer good faith. We
ignore consumer contracts - where there may be consumer protections.
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Q8

In Korea, a termination clause in a loan or sale of goods contract between
sophisticated companies (not individuals) providing for the termination of the
contract immediately on certain events is usually upheld, even if the event concerned
is relatively trivial.
True

False

Can't say

X
Comment:
In principle, the termination of all contracts is covered by the Civil Code. For such cases, the Civil Code
does not distinguish if the contracting parties are companies or individuals, but considers the both the same.
Furthermore, under the current Commercial Code, there are no special provisions concerning such
termination. Therefore, for this reason, courts do not apply special rules or legal principles on termination of
contracts between sophisticated companies. That is, they apply the general rules, which cover both
companies and individuals in the same way. The below is description of the general rule.
Rescission of contracts are regulated by Article 543 in the Civil Code, “If, pursuant to the contract or the
provisions of Acts, one of the parties or both parties have a right of rescission for the future, or a right of
rescission, either right of rescission shall be effected by a declaration of intention made to the other party.” In
principle, the Supreme Court holds the position that a party may terminate the contract on the basis of
“fundamental breach” of the contract “A party cannot terminate a contract due to a non-fulfilment of an
incidental duty of the contract”2(Supreme Court Decision 96Da14364 Decided July 9, 1996). However, according
to Article 543, it also states that if pursuant to the contract, both parties have the right of rescission.
Therefore, if both parties have agreed to terminate the contract under certain events, it is usually upheld
unless the agreement is extremely unfair or is against good morals and other social order (Article 103 &
Article 104, Civil Code).

In fact, as per the contracts established under the terms and conditions, the Article 9 of Act on the Regulation
of Terms and Conditions applies, as below.
Act on the Regulation of Terms and Conditions
Article 9 (Cancellation or Termination of Contract)
A clause in terms and conditions concerning the cancellation or termination of a contract which falls under
any of the following subparagraphs shall be null and void:
1. A clause which excludes the right of customers to cancel or terminate the contract under Acts, or limits the
exercise of such right;
2. A clause which grants a business person the right to cancel or terminate the contract which is not provided
for by Acts, therefore might put customers at an unreasonable disadvantage;
3. A clause which mitigates a business person's requirements to exercise the right to cancel or terminate the
contract under Acts, therefore might put customers at an unreasonable disadvantage;
20
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4. A clause which, without a substantial reason, obligates customers to pay excessive restitution due to
cancellation or termination of a contract, or which unreasonably provides for customers to waive their claim
to restitution;
5. A clause which unreasonably reduces the restitution obligation of a business person or his/her duty to pay
indemnity in the event of cancelling or terminating a contract;
6. A clause in a contract providing for a continuous creditor-debtor relationship which might put customers
at an unreasonable disadvantage by providing for a duration that is unreasonably short or long or by allowing
implied extensions or renewals of the contract.
However, the purpose of this act is to resolve inequality in bargaining powers by preventing business persons
to use unfair terms and conditions on customers. Therefore, this rule only applies only if the contract is made
under terms and conditions, not in general. As the question itself does not include any terms and conditions,
it is more suitable to apply the general rule.
In conclusion, there is no such law specifically governing the termination of contracts between sophisticated
companies in Korea. Therefore, we should follow the general rule in the Civil Code, which in principle,
allows a party to terminate the contract only on the basis of “fundamental breach” of the contract. However,
if both parties have agreed to terminate the contract under certain events, it is usually upheld unless the
agreement is extremely unfair or is against good morals and other social order.

Exclusion clauses
Generally Contracting parties often seek to exclude their liability for defective performance of the contract.
So the issue is whether these exclusion clauses are generally upheld if they are clear and whether freedom of
contract is allowed in this area.

Q9

In Korea, exclusions of liability in most commercial contracts between
sophisticated companies, such as a sale of goods contract, are generally upheld if they
are clear.
True

False

Can't say

X
Comment:
Similar to Question 8, in principle, the exclusion of liability in all contracts is regulated by the Civil Code in
principle. For such cases, the Civil Code does not distinguish if the contracting parties are companies or
individuals, but considers the both the same. Furthermore, under the current Commercial Code, there are no
special provisions concerning such exclusion in contracts between sophisticated companies. Therefore, for
this reason, courts do not apply special rules or legal principles on exclusion of liability in contracts between
sophisticated companies. That is, they apply the general rules, which cover both companies and individuals
in the same way. The below is description of the general rule.
All types of contracts are regulated by Article 103 and 104 in the Civil Code. Article 103 states that, “A
juristic act which has for its object such matters as are contrary to good morals and other social order shall be
© Allen & Overy 2018
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null and void,” and Article 104 states that, “A juristic act which has conspicuously lost fairness through
strained circumstances, rashness, or inexperience of the parties shall be null and void.” Therefore, unless an
exclusion of liability is extremely unfair or is against good morals and other social order, it is generally
upheld. The Supreme Court applies Articles 103 and 104 on extremely rare cases; therefore, the approach of
the jurisdiction to contract in this case is hard.
However, when it comes to exclusions of liabilities in insurance contracts, the Supreme Court applies a strict
interpretation of contract clauses. “If an insurance contract excludes from coverage any loss resulting from
the insured’s violation of law, the term violation of law is to be interpreted as referring only to
‘serious/significant violations of law’.” (Supreme Court Decision 97Da11898DecidedApril 28, 1998)
Act on the Regulation of Terms and Conditions also intervene in contracts as following:
Act on the Regulation of Terms and Conditions
Article 7 (Prohibition of Exemption Clause)
A clause in terms and conditions concerning the liability of contracting parties that falls under any of the
following subparagraphs shall be null and void:
1. A clause which exempts a business person from liability for intentional or gross negligence on the part of
the business person, his/her agents, or his/her employees;
2. A clause which limits, without a substantial reason, the extent of indemnification payable by a business
person, or which passes a risk to be borne by a business person to a customer;
3. A clause which, without a substantial reason, excludes or limits the warranty liability of a business person,
or tightens requirements of customers to exercise the rights under the warranty thereof;
4. A clause which excludes or limits the warranty for the subject-matter of a contract for which a business
person has provided a sample, or has indicated the quality, performance, etc. without considerable reasons.
However, the purpose of this act is to resolve inequality in bargaining powers by preventing business persons
to use unfair terms and conditions on customers. Therefore, this rule only applies, if the contract is made
under terms and conditions, not in general. As the question itself does not include any terms and conditions,
it is more suitable to apply the general rule.
In conclusion, there is no such law specifically governing the termination of contracts between sophisticated
companies in Korea. Therefore, we should follow the general rule in the Civil Code which states that the
exclusion of liability will be upheld, unless it is extremely unfair or is against good morals and other social
order. As stated above, the Supreme Court rarely applies Articles 103 and 104; therefore, the approach of the
jurisdiction to contract in this case is hard but green is the appropriate color-coding for this category.

Other indicators
Other contract indicators not assessed here include writing formalities, open offers, mistake, frustration,
damages, penalties, specific performance and whether notice of assignment of the contract to the debtor is
mandatory if the assignment is to be valid on the insolvency of the assignor.
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Litigation
Introduction
The first three key indicators of governing law, jurisdiction and arbitration tend to show whether the
jurisdiction does or does not place a high value on international comity and freedom of contract as opposed
to national primacy.
The indicator on class actions tends to show whether or not the jurisdiction's litigation system is orientated
towards plaintiffs, especially mass plaintiffs in product liability cases. This indicator may also show the
attitude of the jurisdiction to the protection of individual parties as against business parties, both in terms of
the incidence of costs and enforcement.

Governing law clauses
Generally Most countries apply a foreign governing law of a contract even if there is no connection between
the contract and the jurisdiction. If the courts do not uphold the governing law, the effect is that the contract
obligations may be different.

Q10 The Korean courts will apply an express choice of a foreign law in a loan
or sale of goods contract between sophisticated companies, even though the contract
has no connection with the foreign jurisdiction, but subject to Korean public policy
and mandatory statutes.
True

False

Can't say

X
Comment:
Regarding subjective governing law, the Act on Private International Law (KPILA) expressly recognizes the
principle of party autonomy on contract claims. It stipulates that “A contract shall be governed by the law
which the parties choose explicitly or implicitly: Provided, that the implicit choice shall be limited to the
case which the implicit choice can be reasonably recognized by the content of the contract and all other
circumstances” (Article 25 (1), KPILA). When Korea replaced its former CONFLICT OF LAWS ACT
(KCLA) with the KPILA in 2001, it has considerably referred to the Convention on the Law Applicable to
Contractual Obligations 1980, or the “Rome Convention”, particularly accepting the connection rules of
private international law with regard to contract claims by partially revising Article 3 of the Rome
Convention.
KPILA also states that “In case, notwithstanding that all the elements are solely related to one country, the
parties choose the law of any other country than that of the country; the application of the mandatory
provisions of the relevant country shall not be excluded” (Article 25 (4), KPILA). In a marine insurance
dispute between two Korean parties, Supreme Court of Korea Case No. 2009Da105383, 9 September 2010
held that Act on the Regulation of Terms and Conditions shall be applied to the insurer’s duty of explanation
of insurance terms and conditions, even when the parties had selected English law as the governing law of
the contract. Under the former KCLA which lacked the above-mentioned clause, whether or not to allow
choosing a foreign law as the governing law despite the irrelevance of the contract with that foreign country
was questionable. Previously, negative opinions based on “an approvable interest” were convincing, but the
current KPILA made it clear that choice of a foreign law in contracts in any case is acceptable and is
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included in the parties’ autonomy. Article 8(2) also supports the free choice of a foreign law in contracts by
excluding the exception to designation of applicable law if the parties choose the applicable law by
agreement.

Foreign jurisdiction clauses
Generally Many contracts confer jurisdiction, sometimes exclusive, on the courts of a foreign jurisdiction,
usually accompanied by a choice of foreign governing law.

Q11The Korean courts will generally uphold a clear submission in a loan or sale
of goods contract between sophisticated companies to the exclusive jurisdiction of the
courts of a foreign country, even if there is no connection between that country and
the contract.
True

False

Can't say

X
Comment:
Parties to a contract are allowed to decide the jurisdiction of future disputes arising out of or in connection
with the contract by agreement. It states that “Parties to a lawsuit may decide by agreement the competent
court of the first instance”,(Article 29 (1), KCPA)and such agreement “shall be valid only when it is made in
writing with respect to a lawsuit based on a specific legal relationship”(Article 29 (2), KCPA).
There is no doubt that Article 29 is to be interpreted to permit agreements on a foreign jurisdiction. However,
regarding the issue on whether an exclusive foreign jurisdiction clause is valid, the Korean Supreme Court
Decision 96Da20093 Decided September 9, 1997 provides four requirements: (i) the event concerned shall
not be under the Korean court’s exclusive jurisdiction, (ii) the designated foreign court shall have jurisdiction
on the event concerned according to that foreign law, (iii) the event concerned shall be reasonably relevant to
the designated foreign court, and (iv) if the agreement on exclusive jurisdiction is prominently unreasonable
and unfair then such agreement shall be considered invalid since such agreement on a choice of court would
be against public policy.
While the Hague Choice of Court Convention (formally the Convention of 30 June 2005 on Choice of Court
Agreements), of which Korea is not a member yet, only requires elements (i) and (ii), the standard of a valid
agreement on exclusive jurisdiction in Korea is relatively stricter, especially in that it added the “reasonable
relevance” requirement.

Arbitration recognition
Generally Contracting parties, especially in trading and construction contracts, but less so in loan contracts,
wish to submit disputes to arbitration, sometimes in a foreign country. The resulting award is often
enforceable locally under the New York Arbitration Convention of 1958, to which most countries have
adhered.
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Q12

In Korea, the courts allow sophisticated contracting parties to submit
contract disputes to a foreign arbitral tribunal to the exclusion of the Korean courts.
True

False

Can't say

X
Comment:
“A court before which an action is brought in a matter which is the subject of arbitration agreement shall,
when the respondent raises a plea for the existence of arbitration agreement, reject the action: provided that
this shall not apply in cases where it finds that such arbitration agreement is null and void, inoperative or
incapable of being performed” (Article 9 (1), the Korean Arbitration Act (KAA)). Therefore, as long as a
valid arbitration agreement is made between the contracting parties, the Korean courts allow the parties to
submit the contract disputes to a foreign arbitral tribunal to the exclusion of the Korean courts.
One thing to note is that the existence of an arbitration agreement is not a matter to be investigatedex officio.
When an action is brought before the court the respondent must raise a plea for the existence of an arbitration
proceeding in order for the court to reject the action, and such plea shall be raised no later than when
submitting his/her first statement on the substance of the dispute(Article 9 (2), KAA).
Furthermore, article 9, paragraph 3of Korean Arbitration Act provides that “Where an action under
paragraph (1) is pending before the court, arbitral proceedings may nevertheless be commenced or
continued, and an award may be made.”

Class actions
Generally In some countries, such as the United States, a plaintiff can be authorised by the court to sue on
behalf of all claimants who are similarly situated. Claimants have to opt out or they are bound.

Q13 In Korea, class actions where the class is bound if they do not opt out are
generally not allowed.
True

False

Can't say

X
Comment:
Korea officially implemented class actions into its legal system by introducing the Securities-Related Class
Action Act (“Class Action Act”), active since January 1st, 2005. According to the Class Action Act, class
members who fail to give an opt-out notice (a report filed by a class member to a court that the class member
intends to be excluded from the res judicata effect of the judgment in a securities-related class action; Article
2 Sub-clause 5) are bound to the final and conclusive judgment by res judicata (Article 37, Class Action
Act).
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Class actions that are not securities-related however are not regulated by the Class Action Act. In this case
parties may utilize the ‘appointed party’ system: according to Article 53 of the Civil Procedure Act, many
persons having a common interest may appoint from among them one or more persons to act as a
representative of the group. In the appointed party system, only those who belong to the common interest
group and who have participated in appointing the appointed party receive the res judicata effect of the
judgment the appointed party receives.

Other indicators
Other indicators not covered by this survey include contingent costs, loser pays the costs of the winner,
prejudgment freezes or arrests, appeals, scope of disclosure (discovery of documents), efficacy of waivers of
sovereign immunity and the enforceability of foreign judgments.

Real property
Ownership of land
Generally In most countries, nationals can own land absolutely and are not restricted simply to leases for a
limited term or simple rights of occupancy. However, in some jurisdictions, absolute ownership of land is
not available to nationals or local corporations. If this is so, then the jurisdiction would be coloured green if
citizens can lease land for a very long term without material restrictions, such as 999 years, and can also
mortgage or sell the land or give it away or bequeath it under their wills without official consent because the
ownership is a close proximate of absolute ownership. If on the other hand citizens are entitled only to a
lease of, say, 70 years or less, or to similar rights of occupancy, and if there are limitations on dealing with
the land without official consent, such as mortgaging, selling or bequeathing it, then the jurisdiction would
be red.

Q14

In Korea nationals and local corporations are entitled to own land

absolutely.
True

False

Can't say

X
Comment:
The Constitution of the Republic of Korea (“the Constitution”) states that the right of property of all citizens,
including the right of land-ownership, shall be guaranteed (Article 23 (1), The Constitution). The
Constitution however also stipulates that the State may impose, under the conditions as prescribed by Act,
restrictions or obligations necessary for the efficient and balanced utilization, development and preservation
of the land of the nation that is the basis for the productive activities and daily lives of all citizens (Article
122) which indicates a particular concern for the public nature of land.
A land owner has the right, within the scope of law, to use and take the profits of his or her land. The
ownership of land extends both above and below its surface. When a land owner’s ownership is disturbed, he
or she may demand the return of the land from the person occupying the land. He or she may also demand
the cessation of the disturbance: for example, if the disturbing party has unrightfully constructed a building
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upon the land owner’s land, the latter party may demand that the building be demolished. (Article 211~214,
Civil Code).

Security of land title and land registers
Generally Many jurisdictions improve the security of title to land by a registration system which, although
not necessarily state-guaranteed, has high reliability. An example is the Torrens system developed in
Australia and used in many other countries, eg Canada and England.
Most countries in the civil code groups do not have a title register but instead require documents concerning
land to be notarised and filed at the registry so that they can be searched. The United States does not
generally have title registers for land although there may be mortgage registers. They rely on title
registration companies which provide title insurance.

Q15

Most land in Korea is registered in a land register which records most
major interests in land, eg ownership, mortgages and longer-term leases.
True

False

Can't say

X
Comment:
In Korea, registers are classified into land registers and building registers, and are kept permanently (Article
14 (1)~(2), Registration of Real Estate Act (RREA)). These registers record the preservation, transfer,
creation, change of, or restrictions on disposal or extinguishment of: ownership; superficies; easement; rights
to lease on a deposit basis; mortgage; pledge of rights; security rights over claims; and leasehold
interest.(Article 3, RREA).
The acquisition, loss of, or any alteration in, a real right by a juristic act over an immovable must be
registered in a register in order to take effect. Registration is not required only in exceptional situations, such
as inheritance, expropriation, judgment, or auction (Articles 186~187, Civil Code).

Land development restrictions
Generally Many countries restrict development and the change of use of land and require permits to be
obtained for any development or change of use.

Q16 In Korea, apart from environmental controls (dealt with later), the control
of commercial development and the change of use of land is very light and, where
required, permits are quick and cheap to obtain.
True

False

Can't say

X
© Allen & Overy 2018
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Comment:
1. Summary
In Korea, authorizations/permissions are normally required to commercially develop or change the usage of
land. Additionally, even if certain related authorization is deemed permitted during the process, substantial
requirements for such related authorization must be met independently. And, although it may be possible to
seek legal remedies for the refusal, administrative agencies can refuse the application for change of use of
land. Thus, in general the control imposed on the commercial development and change of use of land is not
very light, and it requires some effort to obtain permits.
2. Permission for development activities
1) Procedure
A person who intends to engage in (1) construction of buildings, or erection of structures, (2) changes in the
form and quality of any land, (3) extraction of earth and stone, (4) partition of land, (5) piling up goods
within certain conservation area shall obtain permission from the Government. However, minor activities or
alterations can be done without such permission (Article 56 (1), National land and planning and utilization act
(NLPUA) and Article 51, Enforcement decree of the act(ED-NLPUA)).

A person who intends to engage in a development activity shall file an application accompanied by a written
plan for building infrastructure related to such development activity. The government shall grant permission
or non-approval within a period specified by Presidential Decree (15 days), except in extenuating
circumstances (Article 57 (1)~(2), NLPUA).
2) Related authorization
Where the government grants permission or alters permission for development activities, matters on which
the government has pre-consulted with the other administrative agencies with respect to the relevant
development activities shall be deemed authorized or permitted (Article 61 (1), NLPUA). The supreme court of
Korea has also decided that such related authorization is deemed authorized or permitted only in procedural
aspect, so the substantial requirements for such authorization shall be met in separate terms.
3. Change of category and usage of land.
Any landowner who intends to change the category of the land shall apply to the competent cadastral
authority within 60 days from the date on which such ground occurs4 (Article 81, Act on the establishment,
management, etc. of spatial data (AEMSD)). The case where such application may be filed under Article 81 of
the AEMSD shall be as follows: (1) where the work, (i.e. change of forms and qualities of land) has been
completed pursuant to related statutes, (2) where the usage of land or structures has been changed, (3) where
any project operator files an application for land annexation prior to the completion of works (Article 67,
Enforcement Decree of AEMSD). So, the change is restricted to few limited situations where it is necessary to
do so.
Yet, the supreme court of Korea has decided that the administrative agencies' refusal to change the ‘category’
of land is indeed a 'disposition' which is subject of appeals (administrative suits) since such refusal does
affect the individual rights of applicant seeking such changes (Supreme Court Decision 2003du9015, decided
April 22, 2004), allowing rooms for legal remedies for such refusal. Still, the Supreme Court has also
decided that the refusal to change the ‘form and quality’ of land is not a ‘disposition’, not recognizing
applicants’ rights for such application. Whether the refusal to change the status of land or similar properties
can be a subject of appeals (administrative suits) tends to largely depend on individual cases.

Other indicators
Other indicators not surveyed include transfer costs, stamp duties and lessee protections.
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Employment law
Generally The indicator here is whether it is easy or hard to hire and fire employees. The measures include
high minimum wages, maximum hours, minimum holidays, maternity rights, equal pay for equal work (nondiscrimination) and severance costs.

Q17In Korea, there are few controls on hiring and firing employees or on the
terms of employment.
True

False

Can't say

X
Comment:
1. Summary
Since it requires 'justifiable cause'(to be proven by the employer) or other reasons stipulated by mandatory
provisions to fire an employee, it is better to say that there are more than few controls in firing employees in
Korea. Relatively, there are fewer controls in hiring employees.
2. In hiring employees & terms
An employer shall state (1) wages, (2) contractual work hours, (3) holidays, (4) annual paid leaves and etc.
clearly, and the items above should be specified in written statement (Article 17, Labor Standards Act (LSA)).
Furthermore, (1) pre-determination of penalty or indemnity for possible damages caused by the breach of a
labor contract, and (2) compulsory savings or savings deposits management incidental to a labor contract are
prohibited (Article 20, 22, LSA). And, no employer shall conclude an employment contract that stipulates
marriage, pregnancy, or childbirth of female workers as grounds for retirement (Article 11 (2), Equal
Employment Opportunity and Work-Family Balance Assistance Act (EEO&WFBA)).

3. In firing employees
An employer shall not dismiss a worker:
(1) without a justifiable cause (Article 23 (1), LSA).
(2) during a period of suspension of work for medical treatment of an occupational injury or disease and
within 30 days immediately thereafter, and any woman before and after childbirth shall not be dismissed
during a period of suspension of work as prescribed by this Act and for 30 days immediately thereafter. Yet,
this shall not apply where the employer has paid a lump sum compensation as provided for under Article 84
or where the employer may not continue to conduct his/her business (Article 23 (2), LSA).
(3) unless there is an urgent managerial necessity (Article 24 (1), LSA)
(4) for reporting violations of labour standards act or presidential decree of the act to supervisory authorities
(Article 104, LSA).
(5) based on gender (Article 11, EEO&WFBA).
(6) for claiming damages from sexual harassment at work. (Article 14, EEO&WFBA).
(7) on account of childcare leave (Article 19 (3), EEO&WFBA).
(8) on grounds of reduction of working hours for a period of childcare (Article 19-2 (5), EEO&WFBA).
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(9) on grounds of joining a trade union, or attempting to organize a trade union, or performing any other
lawful act for the operation of a trade union(Article 81, Trade Union and Labor Relations Adjustment Act).
According to the Supreme Court of Korea, the employer bears the burden to prove that there is a "justifiable
cause" in dismissal. Regarding 'urgent managerial necessity', it shall be deemed that there is an urgent
managerial necessity, when transfer, merger, or acquisition of the business in order to prevent managerial
deterioration is made (Article 24 (2), LSA).

Environmental restrictions

Q18 In Korea the rules governing the environment and liability for clean-up are
very light and relaxed.
True

False

Can't say

X
Comment:
In Korea, “Framework Act on Environmental Policy” imposes strict obligations to the party who causes
environmental pollution to restore the damages, and “Environmental Impact Assessment Act” also provides
that environmental impact assessment shall be done for the projects which affect environments. Furthermore,
there are numerous other acts governing environmental issues. Thus, the rules governing the environment
and liability for clean-up are not very light nor relaxed.
The “Framework Act on Environmental Policy” (“FAEP”) is enacted and enforced in Korea. The purpose of
FAEP is to ensure that all citizens enjoy a healthy and pleasant life by preventing environmental pollution
and environmental damage and by managing and preserving the environment in an appropriate and
sustainable manner through defining the rights and duties of citizens and the obligations of the State with
regard to environmental preservation and determining the fundamental matters for environmental policies
(Article 1, FAEP).Any business entity shall voluntarily take measures required for preventing any
environmental pollution and environmental damage that may result from his/her business activities and shall
have the obligation to participate and cooperate in environmental preservation policies of the State or local
governments. Also FAEP lays out the “Principle of Liability of Persons Causing Pollution”, providing that
any person who causes any environmental pollution or environmental damage due to his/her business or
other activities shall, in principle, be liable to prevent the relevant pollution or damage and to recover and
restore the polluted or damaged environment, as well as to bear expenses incurred in restoring the damage
resulting from the environmental pollution or environmental damage(Articles 5 & 7, FAEP).
The “Environmental Impact Assessment Act” (“EIAA”) was enacted to promote environment-friendly,
sustainable development and healthy and pleasant life of citizens by forecasting and assessing the
environmental impacts of a plan or project and by formulating measures for environmental conservation
when a plan or project that has an environmental impact is formulated and implemented.(Article 1, EIAA). A
person who intends to implement a project subject to environmental impact assessment under Article 22 of
the EIAA, he or she shall formulate a preparatory statement for assessment, gather consensus and opinions
from residents, and go through consultations with the Minister of Environment “Article 23, EIAA”.
In addition, business entities shall observe environmental laws including “Clean Air Conservation Act”,
“Water Environment Conservation Act”, “Soil Environment Conservation Act”, “Natural Environment
Conservation Act”, “Wastes Control Act”, and “Noise and Vibration Control Act”.
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Openness to foreign business
Generally These indicators measure the degree to which the country is open to foreign businesses. The
indicators are quite generic and therefore subjective.

Foreign direct investment

Q19 In Korea foreigners may freely own and control local companies outside
protected industries, such as media, banks and defence.
True

False

Can't say

X
Comment:
Except where a foreigner (1) threatens national security and public order, (2) has harmful effects on public
health and sanitation or environmental preservation or is against Korean morals and customs, (3) violates any
Act or statutes of the Republic of Korea, no foreigner shall be restricted from making any foreign investment
(Article 4, Foreign Investment Promotion Act(FIPA)).
Restricted industries include, (1) national defence, (2) rice cultivation, (3) nuclear power plant, (4) radio &
TV broadcast and etc. Still, on certain areas of industry including (1) cattle breeding, (2) electricity, (3) air
transportation, (4) newspaper and etc. it is possible to obtain shares up to below 50% (Article 5, Enforcement
Decree of FIPA, Table 2, public announcement by the Minister of Trade, Industry and Energy).
Thus, in principle, foreigners may freely own and control local companies in Korea, outside few protected
industries specifically prescribed in the act, and presidential decree above.

Exchange controls

Q20In Korea, there are no exchange controls.

Businesses may therefore have
foreign bank deposit accounts in foreign currency, borrow in foreign currency and
repatriate profits to foreign shareholders in foreign currency.
True

False

Can't say

X
Comment:
There are exchange controls in Korea. The Ministry of Strategy and Finance and the Bank of Korea are the
main regulator to operate the foreign exchange control system.
However, it must be noted that exchange controls are kept to a minimum in Korea. During the past years
Korea has made significant progress in liberalizing its foreign exchange controls in line with OECD
benchmarks. Businesses may have foreign bank deposit accounts in foreign currency and borrow in foreign
currency.
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In case of repatriation of profits, the Foreign Exchange Transactions Act (FETA) and its enforcement decree
are applied in principle. Article 6 paragraph 1 of the FETA provides that the Minister of Strategy and
Finance may take following measures if such measures are deemed inevitable due to natural calamities, war,
conflicts of arms, grave and sudden changes in domestic and foreign economic conditions, or other situations
equivalent thereto:
1.

Temporary suspension, in whole or in part, of payment, receipt, or transactions to which this Act
applies;

2.

Imposition of obligations to safekeep, deposit or sell means of payment or precious metals in or to
the Bank of Korea, government agencies, the foreign exchange equalization fund, or financial
companies, etc.;

3.

Imposition of obligation to residents holding claims against non-residents to collect the claims back
to the Republic of Korea.

Also, Article 6 paragraph 2 of the FETA provides that where it is deemed to fall under any of the following
situations, the Minister of Strategy and Finance may take measures to impose on any person intending to
carry out capital transactions an obligation to obtain permission, or any person performing capital
transactions an obligation to deposit part of means of payment acquired in connection with such transactions
in the Bank of Korea, the foreign exchange equalization fund or financial companies, etc.:
1.

Where balance of payments and international finance are confronted or are liable to be confronted
with serious difficulty;

2.

Where the movement of capital between the Republic of Korea and a foreign country creates or is
liable to create serious obstacles in carrying out currency policies, exchange rate policies and other
macroeconomic policies.

Nonetheless, Article 6 paragraph 4 of the FETA provides that the above measures shall not apply to foreign
investment qualified under the Foreign Investment Promotions Act (FIPA). Article 3 paragraph 1 of the
FIPA protects and guarantees repatriation by providing that “with respect to the proceeds that come from the
stocks, etc. acquired by a foreign investor, proceeds from the sale of stocks, etc., the principal, interests and
service charges paid in accordance with the loan contract under Article 2 (1) 4 (b), and the compensation
paid in accordance with a licensing agreement, their remittance to foreign countries shall be guaranteed in
accordance with the details of the permission or report of the foreign investment contract or the licensing
agreement at the time when the said remittance is made.”

Alien ownership of land

Q21In Korea, foreign-controlled companies have the same rights as nationals or
residents to own or lease land without a permit.
True

False

Can't say

X
Comment:
1. The Act on Report on Real Estate Transactions, etc.
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The Act on Report on Real Estate Transactions, etc. (“ARRET”) regulates real estate acquisition by both
foreign-controlled companies and nationals or residents. So, in principle, foreign-controlled companies have
the same rights as nationals or residents to own land.
Indeed, “The Minister of Land, Infrastructure and Transport may prohibit or restrict an individual,
corporation or the government of a State that prohibits or restricts a national of the Republic of Korea, a
corporation or organization incorporated under the statutes of the Republic of Korea, or the Government of
the Republic of Korea from acquiring or transferring land in its territory, from acquiring or transferring of
land in the territory of the Republic of Korea, as prescribed by Presidential Decree”(Article 7, ARRET).
However, resorting to Article 7 would only happen in exceptional circumstances.
In general, a foreign-controlled company would not need a permit to own land, but only shall report the land
acquisition to a local government with jurisdiction. However, when a foreign-controlled company intends to
acquire land located in any of the following zones, areas, etc., it shall obtain permission from the reportreceiving authority for the acquisition of the land before entering into a contract for the land acquisition:
1.

Military bases and installation protection zones defined in subparagraph 6 of Article 2 of the
Protection of Military Bases and Installations Act, and such other areas as may be necessary to limit
land especially acquisition by a foreigner, etc. for the purposes of national defense as prescribed by
Presidential Decree;

2.

Designated cultural heritage defined in Article 2 (2) of the Cultural Heritage Protection Act, and
protective facilities or protection zones therefor;

3.

Ecological and scenery conservation areas defined in subparagraph 12 of Article 2 of the Natural
Environment Conservation Act;

4.

Special districts for protection of wildlife under Article 27 of the Wildlife Protection and
Management Act (Article 9 (1), ARRET).

2. Foreign Investment Promotion Act
Foreign Investment Promotion Act(FIPA) allows a foreign-capital invested company or the operator of
establishments built to improve a foreign-investment environment to (1) use or profit from land, factories, or
other property owned by the State, local government, public institution, or local public enterprise, or (2)
lease or buy such land, etc. by a negotiated contract.(Article 13, FIPA).
The FIPA does not only guarantee equal rights to foreign-capital invested companies, but also provides
incentives. When land is sold to a foreign-invested company and it is impracticable for the purchaser to make
a lump-sum payment of the purchase price, payment may be deferred or made in installments. Also, pursuant
to paragraphs 7 to 9, rental charges may be reduced or even exempted.
3. Others
Other provisions of Korean laws and regulations apply to both foreign and domestic entities and therefore
the legal environment of Korea does not discriminate foreign-controlled companies regarding real estate.

Application of the law
Generally These indicators deal with the application of the law, as opposed to what the law actually says.
They are bound to be generic and subjective, a matter of impression.
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Q22

In Korea, the higher courts usually treat big businesses as fairly as they
treat individuals and do not favour local interests over foreigners.
True

False

Can't say

X
Comment:
Courts shall endeavor to have the litigation procedures progress fairly (Article 1 (1), Korean Civil Procedure
Act). Nearly every provision in the Korean Civil Procedure Act aims to attain fairness. Efforts are being
made to ensure the judicial process is more fair and reliable.
Although there have been some exceptional cases, Korean courts tend to treat big businesses as fairly as they
treat individuals and do not favour local interests over foreigners. Since the Korean court system is
independent, in principle it is not subject to government intervention in cases that may affect the interests of
foreigners or foreign companies. However, it must be noted that it is not possible to conduct civil
proceedings in Korean courts in a foreign language.

Costs and delays of commercial litigation

Q23 The costs and delays of commercial litigation in the higher courts in Korea
are not considered materially greater than in other comparable countries.
True

False

Can't say

X
Comment:

According to Doing Business 2018 (published by the World Bank in October 31, 2017), the Korean judicial
system ranked first in enforcing contracts. In other words, Korea has been evaluated as the best in
expeditious procedure and low litigation cost. The court fees for filing an appeal to an appellate court are
twice the amount required at the first-level court, and an appeal to the Supreme Court costs three times the
amount, but even those appeals to higher courts are not considered significantly more expensive than in other
comparable countries.
The revenue stamps with a face value prescribed in the following subparagraphs based on the value of the
subject matter of litigation shall be attached to a statement of claim (excluding a statement of counterclaim
and a statement of claim filed to the Supreme Court)(Article 2 (1), The Act on the Stamps Attached for Civil
Litigation, etc.);
1.

Where the value of the subject matter of litigation is below ten million won, an amount computed by
multiplying such value by 50/10,000;

2.

Where the value of the subject matter of litigation exceeds ten million won but below 100 million
won, an amount computed by adding 5,000 won to the amount computed by multiplying such value
by 45/10,000;
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3.

Where the value of the subject matter of litigation exceeds 100 million won but below one billion
won, an amount computed by adding 55,000 won to the amount computed by multiplying such value
by 40/10,000;

4.

Where the value of the subject matter of litigation exceeds one billion won, an amount computed by
adding 555,000 won to the amount computed by multiplying such value by 35/10,000.

Regarding attorney fees, the RULES REGARDING ATTORNEY FEES INCLUDED IN LITIGATION
COSTS provides an annexed chart (Chart 3).
Amount in Controversy
(Unit: Korean won(hereinafter referred to “KW”)

Percentage of Attorney Fees included in Litigation
Costs

Up to 10 million KW

8%

Amount exceeding 10 million KW up to 20 million
KW [800,000 KW + (amount in controversy -10
million KW) X 7/100]

7%

Amount exceeding 20 million KW up to 30 million
KW [1,5 million KW + (amount in controversy - 20
million KW) X 6/100]

6%

Amount exceeding 30 million KW up to 50 million
KW [2.1 million KW + (amount in controversy – 30
million) X 5/100]

5%

Amount exceeding 50 million KW up to 70 million
KW [3.1 million + (amount in controversy – 50
million KW) X 4/100

4%

Amount exceeding 70 million KW up to 100 million
KW [3.9 million KW + (amount in controversy – 70
million KW) X 3/100]

3%

Amount exceeding 100 million KW up to 200
million KW [4.8 million KW + (amount in
controversy – 100 million) X 2/100]

2%

Amount exceeding 200 million KW up to 500
million [6.8 million + (amount in controversy – 200
million KW) X 1/100]

1%

Amount exceeding 500 million KW [9.8 million +
(amount in controversy – 500 million KW) X
0.5/100]

0.5%

In terms of the delays of litigation, Korean court proceedings are known for their efficiency. The complexity
of a case may be a variable, but in general it takes approximately six to eighteen months to obtain a decision
from the appellate court.
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Overall ranking
This overall ranking is achieved by a survey of all the rankings as shown in this table:

Question
1.

Insolvency set-off

2.

Security interest

3.

Universal trusts

4.

Director liability for deepening insolvency

5.

Financial assistance to buy own shares

6.

Public takeover regime

7.

Exclusion of contract formation

8.

Termination clauses

9.

Exclusion clauses

10.

Governing law clauses

11.

Foreign jurisdiction clauses

12.

Arbitration recognition

13.

Class action

14.

Ownership of land

15.

Security of land title and land registers

16.

Land development restrictions

17.

Employment law

18.

Environmental restrictions

19.

Foreign direct investment

20.

Exchange controls

21.

Alien ownership of land

22.

Court treatment of foreign big business

23.

Costs and delays of commercial litigation

True

Rating

CS

False

Can't say

X
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Profiles
The survey was carried out by the following students:
Jungwoo Park
Jungwoo Park is a third year JD student at Seoul National University School of Law, and he served as a
team-leader in this project. He has earned his bachelor’s degree in Food & Resource Economics from Korea
University in 2015, and he has participated in Thirteenth Annual Willem C. Vis (East) International
Commercial Arbitration Moot in Hong Kong representing Seoul National University School of Law in 2016.
He plans to pursue his legal career in a law firm. Jungwoo can be reached at jungwoo.jw.park@gmail.com

Kang Kim
Kang Kim is a third year JD student at Seoul National University School of Law. She graduated from Yonsei
University with a bachelor’s degree in Business Administration. She represented Seoul National University
School of Law at the Thirteenth Annual Willem C. Vis (East) International Commercial Arbitration Moot in
Hong Kong and plans to pursue a career in international commercial arbitration. Kang can be reached at
kkang915@gmail.com

Joohi Jang
Joohi Jang is a third year JD student at Seoul National University School of Law. She graduated from Korea
Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST) with a major in Management Science and a minor
in Information and Communication Engineering. Then she earned her Master’s degree with a double major
in Private Sector Development and Global Finance at Korea Development Institute (KDI). She also worked
as a business strategy consultant at Nomura Research Institute and strategy planning team associate at
Amore-Pacific Corporation before attending the law school. She plans to pursue her legal career in a law
firm. Joohi can be reached at joohi.jang@gmail.com

SunAh Jeong
SunAh Jeong is a second year JD student at Seoul National University School of Law. In year 2017, she
represented Seoul National University School of Law at the Willem C. Vis East International Commercial
Arbitration Moot. SunAh did her undergraduate studies at Korea University (Division of International
Studies), Master's at Seoul National University School of Law, and she was doing her PhD at Seoul National
University School of Law when she got accepted into law school. For her master's and PhD she majored in
international business transactions law, during which period she studied international business transactions
law, private international law, international investment law, international trade law, and international
arbitration. She wrote her master's thesis on the issue of ‘The Currency of Damages arising from
International Business Transactions.' SunAh can be reached at jeongsunah@gmail.com.

YongHee Seo
YongHee Seo is a first year student at Seoul National University School of Law. He did his undergraduate
studies at Seoul National University (Department of Business Administration). As a student intern at Curtis,
Mallet-Prevost, Colt & Mosle LLP (Washington D.C.), he primarily worked with WTO Law. YongHee is a
Certified Public Accountant (CPA), and his areas of interest are Tax Law and Corporate Law. YongHee can
be reached at yonghee1990@naver.com.
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* This project was first initiated by the following attorneys when they were all students at Seoul National
University. The project was eventually completed in whole by the students above with an assistance of Eunji
Yu, also a third year JD student at Seoul National University School of Law.

Eunbee Kim
Attorney, Kim & Chang
Seoul National University, School of Law

Joonhak Choi
Attorney, Kim & Chang
Seoul National University, School of Law

Dongyon Kim
Attorney, Lee & Ko
Seoul National University, School of Law

Seongwhan Ju
Attorney, Lee & Ko
Seoul National University, School of Law
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Allen & Overy Global Law Intelligence Unit
The Allen & Overy Global Law Intelligence Unit is part of the international firm of Allen & Overy and
produces papers, surveys and other works on cross-border and international law within the field of its
practice. Allen & Overy is one of the largest legal practices in the world with approximately 5,000 people,
including some 512 partners, working in 40 offices worldwide. For further information, please contact
Philip Wood, philip.wood@allenovery.com or Melissa Hunt, melissa.hunt@allenovery.com.

Philip R Wood CBE, QC (Hon) BA (Cape Town), MA (Oxon) LLD (Lund, Hon)
Head, Allen & Overy Global Law Intelligence Unit
Special Global Counsel at Allen & Overy LLP
Visiting Professor in International Financial Law, University of Oxford
Yorke Distinguished Visiting Fellow, University of Cambridge
Visiting Professor, Queen Mary University, London

Philip Wood is one of the world's leading comparative lawyers and practitioners. He has written about 18
books on financial law. He was formerly a partner and head of the banking department of Allen & Overy.
For many years he has been developing innovative and pioneering methodologies for assessing legal
jurisdictions and has produced a book of maps of world financial law. His university textbook on the Law
and Practice of International Finance has been translated into Chinese and a Japanese version is forthcoming.
Melissa Hunt is project director of the Intelligence Unit and is responsible for the management of the project.
She carries out other work for the Intelligence Unit, including the preparation of tables covering rule of law
and legal infrastructure risks in the jurisdictions of the world.
Allen & Overy LLP
One Bishops Square
London E1 6AD
T: 00 44 (0)20 3088 0000
D. 00 44 (0)20 3088 2552
M. 00 44 (0)7785 500831
philip.wood@allenovery.com
intelligence.unit@allenovery.com
D. 00 44 (0)20 3088 2750
melissa.hunt@allenovery.com
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Allen & Overy LLP
One Bishops Square, London E1 6AD United Kingdom | Tel +44 (0)20 3088 0000 | Fax +44 (0)20 3088 0088 | www.allenovery.com
In this document, Allen & Overy means Allen & Overy LLP and/or its affiliated undertakings. The term partner is used to refer to a member of Allen & Overy LLP or an
employee or consultant with equivalent standing and qualifications or an individual with equivalent status in one of Allen & Overy LLP's affiliated undertakings.
Allen & Overy LLP or an affiliated undertaking has an office in each of: Abu Dhabi, Amsterdam, Antwerp, Athens (representative office), Bangkok, Beijing, Belfast,
Bratislava, Brussels, Bucharest (associated office), Budapest, Casablanca, Doha, Dubai, Düsseldorf, Frankfurt, Hamburg, Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh City, Hong Kong, Istanbul,
Paulo, Shanghai, Singapore, Sydney, Tokyo, Warsaw, Washington, D.C. |BK:44771313.1
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